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Figure 1: (a) Specular reflection through an ordinary glass surface, (b) Watching favorite live soccer stream while participating in simulta-
neous online meetings, (c) Interact with a local co-worker during an immersive multi-party telepresence activity

Abstract

We propose “Layered Telepresence”, a novel method of experi-
encing simultaneous multi-presence. Users eye gaze and percep-
tual awareness are blended with real-time audio-visual information
received from multiple telepresence robots. The system arranges
audio-visual information received through multiple robots into a
priority-driven layered stack. A weighted feature map was cre-
ated based on the objects recognized for each layer, using image-
processing techniques, and pushes the most weighted layer around
the users gaze in to the foreground. All other layers are pushed
back to the background providing an artificial depth-of-field effect.
The proposed method not only works with robots, but also each
layer could represent any audio-visual content, such as video see-
through HMD, television screen or even your PC screen enabling
true multitasking.
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Concepts: •Human-centered computing → Interaction tech-
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1 Introduction

Multi party teleconferencing services (such as Skype or Google
Hangouts) allow a user to connect with multiple people simulta-
neously. Based on audio gain on each participant, the system auto-
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matically frames the active participant as the main screen and other
participants are displayed in a small PIP 1 grid. These systems al-
low the participants to feel the presence of multiple users, how-
ever it is difficult to have a sense of presence at each location at
the same time. In contrast, Telexistence [Tachi 2010; Fernando
et al. 2012] systemssystems allow a participant to have a real-time
presence sensation by binding his body with a remote avatar robot.
However, it does not allow connections with multiple robots simul-
taneously. There have been several works [Benford et al. 1994;
McNerney and Yang 1999; Bowman and McMahan 2007] which
allow a user to have multiple, simultaneous meetings in a virtual
reality, mixed media or collaborative virtual environments. Simi-
larly, using transparent display techniques [Lindlbauer et al. 2014]
and video-see through technologies [Fan et al. 2014] blending two
visual information containing same visual flow is achieved.

As shown in Fig 1(a), we sometimes experience the inside and
outside view of a building simultaneously due to reflections on
the glass surface. The glass surface works as a blended interface
between two locations, making a dual presence experience possi-
ble. “Layered Telepresence” was inspired by the same phenomena:
merge multiple locations in to a single view, providing both back-
ground and foreground information of each layer, so that the user
can perceive a simultaneous multi-presence. The layers are reor-
ganized based on the users eye gaze. The most significant layer is
pops out into the foreground while blending other real-time audio-
visual information received from multiple telepresence robots into
the background. This creates the effect of an artificial depth-of-
field. The idea of using blurring effect and depth-of-field to high-
light specific information in an image has been previously discussed
in [Kosara 2004] and was applied for social contexts in [Yao et al.
2013]. Layered Telepresence uses similar effect to highlight lay-
ers in focus. Two uses for Layered Telepresence are proposed: (1)
Exocentric mode as in Fig 1(b) in which the layers are observed
using an external display and uses an eye tracker mounted on the
display. And (2) Egocentric mode as in Fig 1(b) that uses a HMD
with embedded eye tracker to deliver an immersive experience.

1Picture-in-picture
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2 System Description
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Figure 2: System Overview

As shown in Fig 2, Layered Telepresence system currently accepts
multiple real-time audio-visual information, such as multiple telep-
resence robots, 360 video cameras, video see-through HMDs, web
cameras, or PC screen. The system arranges the media information
into a priority driven layered stack. The media are analyzed for
feature points using image processing techniques (emgu CV under
Unity). A weighted feature map is then created for each layer, based
on the objects recognized, followed by a clipping mask around fea-
ture objects. The system currently supports up to 3 layers where
the user can select the content for each layer. In our examples we
use real-time binocular video information from 3 DOF robot heads.
Users can experience the system in immersive 3D using a HMD
(Oculus DK2) or with a PC Screen. An eye tracking device (To-
bii EyeX) or eye tracking enabled HMD is used to detect the users
gaze. For example, as shown in Fig 2, when the user gazes on the
right side person, the system takes the gaze point and compares
all weighted feature maps around it. Once it matches with a layer
(layer 3), a clipping mask is applied around the weighted area and
the layer is popped to the foreground. Other layers are pushed back
to the background. Layer order is determined with appropriate clip-
ping masks and blending parameters applied to audio-visual infor-
mation for each layer, creating an artificial depth-of-field effect. In
this way, the user can experience a clear view of the gazed person,
while others will be blurred out, and can see what is happening on
each layer. The result is shown as in Fig 1(b) where the right side
person becomes the foreground and left side person (Layer 2) is
pushed back. In this example Layer 1 is a PC screen, where the
user is watching a soccer match.

3 User Experience

The system could be used in many real world applications where the
user wants to have a sense of presence in more than one location
at a time. A typical example would be interacting with the local
environment while wearing a HMD or using an external display.

At SIGGRAPH 2016 Emerging Technologies exhibition we will
demonstrate Layered Telepresence using HMD to access three dif-
ferent layers of presence, and uses eye gaze to focus on the tar-
get layer. Fig 3 highlights the compound layers in an egocentric
scenario using two Telexistence robots. The attendees will expe-
rience this system in two different modes: (1) Being presented at
two locations (within the booth) that each represents a different
layer, as well as watch a different video content that represents the
third layer. And (2) using the same setup mentioned before for
the first two layers, however the third layer will represent a video
see-through, so the users can maintain the local presence as well as
experience being presented at two other locations.

Figure 3: Compound Layered Presence using HMD
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